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Special to the Ledger
As a reminder, a contractor
for the Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet plans a series of specific overnight closures of the U.S.
68/KY 80 Eggners Ferry Bridge
to facilitate construction of the
new bridge.
The first of these closings
happened Friday night into
Saturday morning. The next
closure is scheduled for tonight,
starting at 9 and continuing
until 5 a.m., Tuesday, at which
time traffic will be allowed to
resume on the bridge.
Construction on the new
bridge requires a concrete pump
truck to be parked on the existing bridge, blocking traffic.
The contractor will place
message boards along U.S. 68
in Marshall and Trigg Counties
and on KY 80 in Calloway
County to alert the public to
these planned overnight closures. The contractor will also
place flaggers and barricades at
each end of the bridge to alert
traffic to the closure.
As construction on pier footings for the new bridge continlies, the contractor anticipates a
night closure of the Eggners
Ferry Bridge about once a week
for the next few months when
weather allows:" The contractor
anticipates providing at least 48
hour advance notice on future
overnight closures.
The Eggner's Ferry Bridge
is at U.S. 68 Marshall County
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What a difference!
Rotary Christmas Parade
goes off without hitch
as bands,crowds return
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

ABOVE: Santa Claus
says "Ho! Ho! Ho!" to
his adoring fans as he
rides on a sleigh that
provided the closing
unit for Saturday's
43rd annual Rotary
Club of Murray
Christmas Parade.
RIGHT: John Vasadi
of Big Sandy,
Tennessee dressed in
his Christmas best to
pull a 1959 Corvette
up Main Street
Saturday.
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While others might have found the coldish nip in the air
Saturday evening not to their liking, Linda Scott was finding
it quite appropriate.
Of course, she and a few others had the advantage of carrying instant heat in their hands in the form of aim-and-flame
modules as they lit the candles inside the paper sacks that
comprise the annual Olive Boulevard luminary activity. Still,
she was feeling the slight bite of the coldish night air was
perfectly suited for this event that was repeated on Sunday in
similar conditions.
"This is what you think of this time of year,though,a cold,
crisp night," said Olive resident Linda Scott as she lit luminary bags along the south sidewalk of Olive almost evenly
between 13th and 14th streets. "Now, 1 was getting a little
concerned about the wind today, because you don't want it
getting too high. Then you're talking about the bags getting
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
GETTING TO THE POINT: Gale Vinson hoists a large wooden fork Sunday as she and the
Murray Woman's Club Chorus perform the humorous No Time to Diet" during the club's annual
Holiday Open House. The event also featured the choirs of Murray and Calloway County high
schools.
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Olive luminaries provide
feeling of warmth,pride

to Ledger & Times
subscriber
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For Donna Poston, Saturday's
43rd annual Rotary Club of
Murray Christmas Parade could
not have gone better.
That was a stark contrast to a
year earlier when ice and snow
caused a first-time occurrence
she hopes to never see again,
the postponement of the event.
"We had no bands for when
we had it a week later because
both of them were at contests,"
said Poston, in her 10th year as
coordinator, of the Calloway
County and Murray high school
outfits, which along with their
middle school counterparts,
were back on Main Street
Saturday. "It was so nice to
have them back, and I tell you,
besides the weather, which was
a major improvement this year,
those bands factor so much into
the crowds.
"I was at 10th and Main for
the whole parade and as
looked toward downtown, it
was just wall to wall with people,just a beautiful sight."
Poston said 78 entrants, also a
significant uptick from last
year's abbreviated event, were
included in this year's parade.
Along with the bands, another
popular returning feature were
the camels that are part of the
annual live nativity program at
the Cherry Expo Center on the
Murray State University campus; Poston said the camels and
other units that missed last year
have tight schedules this time of
year and cannot appear at an
event moved by a week.
Seeing the camels and bands
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•Parade...

WEATHER
Southwest wind around 7 mph
becoming northwest after midnight
Tuesday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 44. North northwest wind 8 to 10 mph
Tuesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 28
North wind around 7 mph.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 41 North wind
around 6 mph
Wednesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 28
North wind 3 to 5 mph
Thursday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 44 Light north
northwest wind
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 29
Light north wind

From Front
and everything else was also a
big deal Kenzie Dick, 9, of
Murray. Her mother, Mary,said
she loves parades and did not
mind getting up on a Saturday
morning to stand along the
route.
"She's a morning person anyway, so with something like
this, she was looking forward to
it quite a bit. She's probably
going to end up with a lot of
candy from this too," Mary said.
However, this was not just
enjoyable for the human set.
Leigh Lambert said Saturday's
event was perfectly suited for
her English bulldog, Mus, who
came to the occasion dressed up
in various greens and reds and
sporting a sweater of the famed
"Snow White .& the Seven
Dwarfs" character, Grumpy.
"That's because his Santa outfit wouldn't fit him, but he
seems pretty happy otherwise,"
Lambert said. "Still, this is a
family activity and he goes
where we go,here we are."

TOMORROW

50S

40S

30S

20S

Daly Forecast
The National Weather Service
Monday: Partly sunny, with
a high near 53. Southwest
wind 3 to 6 mph.
Monday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 34.
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PARADE WINNERS
Churches/Religious
Organizations: 1st - United
Methodist Churches of Calloway
Wesley
2ndCounty;
Foundation; 3rd- Martin Chapel
United Methodist
1st
Clubs/Organizations:
(tie) - Friends of Corvettes/Gold
Wing Road Riders; 3rdCalloway County Middle School
cheerleaders.
Commercial: 1st- Heritage
Bank; 2nd - Sirloin Stockade;
3rd- Max's 641 Towing.
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Traffic moves east on Olive Boulevard Saturday in Murray as
luminaries provide an easy-to-follow path

II Olive, warmth...
From Front
blown into the flame of the candle and you don't want that. But
this is an amazing night for
this."
The annual luminary activity
presents the chance for the
Olive neighborhood east of the
Murray State University campus to use their divided city
street to remember loved ones,
as well as neighbors no longer
living. The result is four lines of
bags that, once the sun has disappeared, resemble an airport
runway as street lamps are disconnected during the evening to
allow the luminary bags to be
• •
seen better.
The activity can be observed
either from the comfort of one's
vehicle or as a pedestrian on the
sidewalks.
"It's a fun tradition to be part
of this," said Dan Lavit, who
resides near the corner of 14th
and Olive and has lived there for

nearly 15 years. Saturday found
him lighting_,the bags on the
north side of the boulevard.
"It is a bit of an extensive
operation. We've had people
working on this since about 1:30
today, but everybody really
takes it seriously. It's something
many of our neighbors have
been doing for a long,long time.
"You don't get tired of it,
though, because it is just once a
year. This is where you see so
many of the people of the neighborhood out on the street helping each other to do whatever
needs to be done and you
remember doing this year to
year. You know, what's great,
though? It's when you see some
of these neighbore kids that
have been out here year after
year now either coming back to
participate or coming back to
participate and having their kids
with them.
"That's when you know something is really special."

•Eggners Ferry...
From Front
mile point 28.146 and Trigg
County mile point 0.0 at the
western entrance to Land
Between The Lakes National
Recreation Area. The Bridge
carries about 2.800 vehicles
across Kentucky Lake/The
Tennessee River in an average
day,the KYTC said in a release.

The briage is at Tennessee
River navigation mile point 41.7
near Aurora.
Timely traffic advisories for
the 12 counties of KYTC
Highway District I are available
by www.facebook.com/kytcdistrictl. Facebook membership is
not necessary to access this
page.
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Ledger & Times file photo
Arkansas farmer Devin Bryant pilots his Massey Ferguson swather machine, with a biomass head attached, Wednesday morning as it harvests industrial hemp in a Calloway County field. The crop was produced from a pilot program of which Murray
State University is involved.

The ASSOCIATED PRESS
FRANKFORT — Kentucky
farmers and processors interested in participating in the 2015
round of industrial hemp pilot
projects must apply by Jan. 1,
the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture has announced.
"The first round of pilot projects with the universities and
individual farmers in 2014
yielded a tremendous amount of
data about production methods,
seed varieties, harvesting and
processing techniques, and uses
for the harvested hemp,"
Agriculture
Commissioner
James Corner said. "We're looking to conduct a wide scope of
pilot projects in 2015. When the
day comes that commercial
hemp production is open to all
producers and processors in
Kentucky, we want to be ready."
A physical address of the location for the production fields to
be used to grow, process, or
store industrial hemp must be
submitted with the application.
Applicants are asked to provide
global positioning coordinates

,

Weak El Nino could mean wet, early springtime
By BETSY BLANEY
Associated Press
LUBBOCK, Texas (AP) — The weather
pattern that's weaker than hope41 for but still
expected to bring some rain to Texas this
winter could persist into early spring, a
weather forecaster said Saturday.
As Texas still tries to recover from its driest year ever in 2011, National Weather
Service meteorologist Dennis Cavanaugh
said there is a "slight" tendency toward
above-normal precipitation through March
from a weak El Nino.
But after that, he said, "there's not really a
strong signal one way or the other."
In the meantime, there's potential for a
strong storm system over Texas next weekend, Cavanaugh said. Texas State

Climatologist John Nielsen-Gammon says
"a little bit of activity" in the subtropical jet
stream recently is expected to bring cool,
damp weather in the coming weeks.
"For now,our moisture is coming from the
Atlantic and being forced upward to produce
clouds and moisture by: the topography of
Texas and northeastern Mexico," NielsenGammon said in an email.
If the jet stream moves farther south than
normal, or at least splits with one branch
coming across the Southwest and Texas
from the eastern Pacific, it would bring a
really wet winter, he said.
"This allows for frequent storm systems
moving across, with plenty of opportunity
for those storm systems to pick up moisture
from the Pacific Ocean and Gulf of Mexico

early on," Nielsen-Gammon said.
The official odds of an El Nino forming
are about two-thirds, he said.
Record agricultural losses from the 2011
drought topped $7.6 billion, including $3.23
billion in livestock losses. Since then, the
state's cattle inventory has dropped 18 percent as producers culled their herds because
pastures couldn't support them and ranchers
couldn't afford to feed them.
Just 2.6 percent of the state is in exceptional drought, the driest category, but lake levels.statewide remain at just 62.5 percent full.
'The driest areas of the state now, according to this week's U.S. Drought Monitor
map,are the Dallas-Fort Worth area, west of
there and north toward the Oklahoma border, and parts of the Panhandle.

for the property if possible.
Applicants who are selected will
undergo background checks and
site visits.
A person with a felony drug
conviction within 10 years (It
submitting an application shall
not be eligible to participate iii
any pilot project.
The application is available
for download on the department's
at
website
www.kyagr.com/hemp
Applications may be completed
electronically and submitted to
doris.hamilton@ky.gov.
Applications also may be printed, filled out, and mailed to
Kentucky
Department
of
Agriculture, Industrial Hemp
Program, Ill Corporate Drive,
Frankfort, KY 40601.
Applicants may attach a business plan or other supporting documents. Applications expire Dec.
31, 2015. Successful applicants
will be notified in late January.
For more information on
Kentucky's industrial hemp program,
go
to
www.kyagr.com/hemp.
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Niche.com ranks MISD interests
in top tier of Kentucky for 2015
Special to the Ledger
In the Niche.com 2015 rankings of the best K-12 Schools in
the state ranked Murray High
Murray
17, and
School
Schools, 5th
Independent
statewide.
Niche.com, an education survey group, computes their rankings based off student and parent-submitted surveys and
measure how well students are
satisfied with their overall
school experience. That experience includes .academics, safety,
extracurricular involvement,
teacher and facility quality and
available learning resources.
According to the Niche.com
site, "A high ranking indicates
that the district contains great
schools with exceptional teachers, sufficient resources, and a
diverse set of high-achieving
students who rate their experiences very highly." •

The rankings are listed nationally and on a state-by-state
basis.
Of the 202 high schools in the
Commonwealth, Murray High
School ranks at number 1.7,
Paducah-Tilghman at 24, and
Marshall County at 39. Other
schools in the area in the top 100
include:
Mayfield High School, 69th;
Calloway County High School,
75th; Graves County High
School, 76th.
While Kentucky has 174 public school districts, eight districts in the MISD area rank
among the state's top 50 with
Murray Independent Schools at
fifth, Marshall County at 15th,
and Paducah Independent at
20th.
Other districts in the top 100
include:
Graves County, 29th; Hopkins
County, 35th; McCracken

County, 36th; Calloway County,
37th; Trigg County,45th.
Angie Murdock, MISD supervisor of curriculum and instruction, said these rankings continue to reaffirm the tradition of
excellence in a home run way.
"To be rated seventeenth and
fifth in the state according to a
very different--but very foundational set of measures, truly tells
the humble story of dedication
to never, ever, giving up on any
student, no matter what. Murray
Schools always reaches so high
to help and hold all students to
the highest expectations, and
they never fall short."
Murdock said "Amazing," is
the only word that describes
MISD. "It is my hope that this
special gift in 'not accepting less
than the absolute best', and
'believing in all students' doesn't ever stop!"

Special to the Ledger
Kentucky has moved closer to
meeting its legislative goal of
having at least one National
Teacher
Certified
Board
(NBCT) in every public school
with the National Board for
Teaching
Professional
Standards' announcement that
in
the
teachers
200
Commonwealth have achieved
the prestigious National Board
Certification.
Kentucky is ranked sixth in the
number of teachers earning
National Board Certification
National Board
this year.

Certification demonstrates that
teachers have attained the
knowledge and skills necessary
to prepare students for 21st century success. Kentucky's total
number of National Board
Certified Teachers (NBCTs)
now totals 3.181, making it 9th
in the nation.
inception,
its
"Since
Kentucky's National Board
Program, and its partnerships to
support Kentucky teachers purBoard
National
suing
Certification, has proved to be a
model for many other states,"
said Robert Brown, executive

director of the Education
Professional Standards Board.
"It is with great pleasure that I
congratulate each of these educators for their extraordinary
commitment to the education of
Kentucky's children and for
achieving the highest credential
in the teaching profession."
Upon successful completion
Board
National
the
of
Certification process, Kentucky
teachers currently holding a
Rank II certificate are eligible to
apply for Rank I and may serve
as mentors for Kentucky's aspiring NBPTS candidates.

•
Kentucky ranks sixth in NBPTS certification results
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LIVE NATIVITY: Roy Riley, left, Sid Jobs and the Rev. Tim Escue, right, raise their hands as
they play their parts of the Three Wise Men this past weekend during the Live Nativity activity
at the Cherry Exposition Center on the Murray State University campus. The event was hosted by the United Methodist Churches of Calloway County.,

Salary will be based on experience.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental plans, are all part of an excellent benefit package.

Graphic Design/Copy Editor Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040 • Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

HEARING AID SALE!
CUSTOM FITTED
Digital In-the-Ear
prices starting at

Diane S.
Dec. 4,2014

Villanova

GRAPHIC DESIGNER/
COPY EDITOR
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting resumes for an experienced Graphic Designer/Copy Editor. Proficiency with Graphic Design
and Pagination, knowledge in the following programs is required, Adobe
InDesign and Adobe Photoshop. Must be able to multi-task and work
efficiently in a fast paced environment with deadlines.
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AUSTIN RAMSEY/ Ledger & Times
TOWN & GOWN CONCERT SPREADS CHRISTMAS SOUNDS: Town & Gown
Coordinator Mark Welch welcomes the large crowd that gathered Saturday for the annual concert of the Town & Gown Community Band and Town & Gown Choral Society in the sanctuary
of First Baptist Church in Murray. The group performed a variety of Christmas-themed songs
during its performance. Town & Gown is a community partnership between Murray State
University and Murray-Calloway County community.
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Daniel Walls, 61, of Murray, Kentucky. died Thursday, Dec. 4,
2014, at his home.
He was born June 22,1953 in Detroit, Michigan,
to Alfred Cletis Walls and Leah Ruth Medley
Walls, who preceded him in death.
Mr. Walls is survived by seven sisters, Sharon
Helton and husband Henry of Fort Wayne,Indiana:
Florence McNaughton and husband Gordon of
Arlington, Texas; Yolanda Brush of Marlette,
Michigan; Ruth Ann Jokoty of Fort Wayne; Linda
Edwards and husband Charles of Madison Heights,
Michigan; Peggy Whipple and husband James of
Murray;
and Loni Bleke and husband William of
Walls
New Haven, Indiana; two brothers, Ronald Walls
and wife Sandra of New Haven,and Steven Walls and wife Rhonda
of Grabill, Indiana; and several nieces and nephews.
Services will be at C.M. Sloan & Sons Funeral Home, Fort
Wayne,Indiana.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.cont.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of local arrangements.
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201 S. Third Street
Murray, Ky 42071
270-753-2411

Kathleen Riley

Jamie Brennan Nichols

Kathleen Riley,93,of Murray. Kentucky,died Thursday, Dec. 4.
Jamie Brennan Ni.. t
28,of Dukedom Tennessee,died Friday.
2014 at her home.
Dec. 5. 2014 at Jacltmai Purchase Medical Center in Mayfield.
She was born on March 17, 1921 in Calloway Kentucky.
County. She was retired from the Sager Glove
She attended Pilot Qak Baptist Church and was a homemaker.
Company and was a member of the Union Grove
She is sunived t) her parents. Joseph ()amie) Brennan of
Church of Christ.
Chicago. Illinois and mother, Kelly Murphy (Ray) Williams of
She was preceded in death by her parents,Galen Cadiz. Kentucky; husband.John Nichols; step-father,Jim Spainhour
Myers and Lois Ray Myers; husband, Ralph W. of Farmington. Kentucky; two sons.John and Cody Nichols, both of
Riley and one great-grandchild, Caitlin Anne Dukedom; two daughters,Emily Brennan and Anna Nichols both of
Gilbert.
Dukedom; two brothers.Joe and Ryan Brennan both of Chicago; six
She is survived by two daughters, Jennifer Hill sisters, Noreen Brennan Murphy of Murray. Kentucky. Christine
and husband Harold and Joan Gilbert and husband Spainhour of Chicago, Meghan Brennan of Chicago, Kathleen
Larry, both of Murray; one son, Jerry W. Riley and Spainhour of Farmington. Gina Brennan of Chicago and Haley
Riley
wife Joanie of Murray; one sister, Angie Marine of Brennan of Chicago; and grandmother,Barbara Murphy of Chicago.
Murray; one sister-in-law, Marcile Trees of Murray; five.grandchilFuneral services are scheduled for 2 p.m., Wednesday Dec. 10,
dren,Kevin Hill,Adam Riley, Clint Riley, Valerie Curd and husband 2014 at Pilot Oak Baptist Church in Graves County,
Kentucky.
Jo Dale,and Gregory Gilbert and wife Sara; three great grandchilVisitation will be held from 5-8 p.m.,Tuesday Dec.9.2014 at the
dren, Johnathan Curd. Jeremy Curd and wife Zori and Haley Neal Byrn Funeral home in Mayfield. Kentucky and from
noon-2 p.m..
and husband Jeremy,as well as one great-great grandchild, Braxton Wednesday Dec. 10, 2014 at Pilot Oak Baptist Church,
Neal; several nieces and nephews survive,along with her caregivers,
Byrn Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Janeen Burkeen,Ave Peal, and Freda Elliot.
Graveside services will be held at 11:30 a.m., Tuesday, Dec. 9. Dorthy Nell Lamb
2014 at the Murray Memorial Gardens, with Johnny Parker officiati),thy' Nell Lamb. x0. of Murray. Kentucky. died Sunday. Dec.
Diane S.. Villanova
ing.
7.2014 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Diane S. Villanova. 66, of Murray, Kentucky, died Thursday.
Visitation will be held from 5-8 p.m., Monday, Dec. 8, 2014 at
Arrangements are incomplete at this time; J.H.C'hurchill Funeral
Dec. 4,2014,at Baptist Health, Paducah, Kentucky.
the J.H. Churchill funeral Home. in Murray.
Home is in charge.
She was born July 20, 1948, in Glasgow,
Expressions of sympathy can be made to the American Heart
Kentucky, to Chuck Shuffett and Margaret Squires Assbciation, Great Rivers Affiliate, PO Box 15120 Chicago, IL
The number of times published or the length ofone or more of
Shuffett.
60693.
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
She was a homemaker and of the Christian faith.
Online condolences can be made to www.thejhchurchillfuneraland Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional pubhshing or
She was a former board member and President of home.com
space.
the Murray Country Club.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Villanova is survived by her parents; her
husband, Orazio Villanova, of Murray, whom she
married Dec. 14, 1971, in Memphis, Tennessee; a
daughter, Anne-Marie Klukan and husband Donald
of Murray; a son, Chas Villanova and wife
VManova
Kimberly of Thompson Station, Tennessee; three
By JENNIFER SINCO KELLEHER
that's a real life saver," the USS Oklahoma he didn't want to leave behind his twin
sisters, Jan Zobel and husband Gary of Phoenix, Arizona; Nan
Associated Press
survivor said.
brother, Delbert. Even though he was forced
Bentley of Madison, Alabama; and Becky Spann and husband
PEARL HARBOR, Hawaii (AP) Johnson had been aboard the Oklahoma into a small boat that took him to Ford
Michael of Murray; and four grandchildren, Austin Villanova,
Veterans who survived the Pearl Harbor for just six months on Dec. 7. 1941. look ifig !::land, he commandeered an empty boat and
Daniel Klukan, Dylan Klukan,and Kaitlyn Villanova.
attack
that launched the United States into forward to a day off and a "date with a little I cturned to the Arizona to rescue three shipA memorial service will be held at a later date.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- World War ll attended Sunday's 73rd Hawaiian girl." He was shining his shoe-, Alines. But he never found his brother.
anniversary ceremony with the help of when the first alarm went off, he recalled
"When the Arizona sank,she took with her
home.com
canes,
wheelchairs and motorized scooters.
"Three months later I ran into her in toss n 1.177 sailors and Marines." Robinson told
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Wearing purple orchid lei, about 100 Pearl in Honolulu," he said of his date. "She Nk ;I, die crowd, which included Arizona Gov. Jan
Harbor and World War ll survivors attended mad at me because 1 stood her up."
Nan Smallmon Wilson
!;rewer and Hawaii Gov. David Ige.
For many of the roughly 2.000 stirs is ol
Nan Smallmon Wilson,67,of Paducah, Kentucky.died at 7 p.m., the ceremony overlooking a memorial that
Robinson also highlighted the sacrifices of
sits atop sunken battleship USS Arizona. who remain, there are also more patnliit
Thursday, Dec. 4,2014,at her home.
Honolulu Fire Department, which was
A piano teacher most of her adult life, she was a graduate of Many of them arrived well before the sun memories.
dispatched to respond after receiving the
Murray State University. She was a member of Immanuel Baptist came up.
Keynote speaker Gen. Lori Rohinsoi,. .ilarm at 8:05 a.m. "Without knowing it. the
This year's anniversary of the Japanese commander of Pacific Air Forces, told the Honolulu Fire Department was going to
Church in Paducah.
She was preceded in death by her father, James T. Smallmon; attack is the 10th consecutive one that USS crowd of several thousand about lur of the
var.' she said. "Three firefighters would
brother Thomas Warren Smallmon; sister. Beth Lee Smallmon; and Utah survivor Gilbert Meyer attended. But nine remaining survivors of the USS never return, and six others would be serigrandparents Mr. and Mrs. W.H. Ellis and Mr. and Mrs.T.E. Burton. it's getting harder for Meyer,91.to travel to Arizona. Don Stratton, 92, of Colorado
aisly injured."
She is survived by her mother, Clara Sue Ellis Smallmon; hus- Hawaii from San Antonio.
Springs, Colorado, and Lauren Bruner. 94.
The ceremony also featured a Japanese
band. Joe Wilson with whom she was married for 49 years: daughAsked if he planned an-attend next year's of La Mirada, California, were two of SIN peace prayer, a Hawaiian blessing and a
ters Ellen Wilson Moore and husband Donald of Paducahand Emily anniversary, he respongix1 with a chuckle. men who escaped the inferno that engulfed moment
of silence.at 7:55 a.m.. the minute
Wilson Howard of Paducah; sons Andrew Joseph Wilson and wife *That's like asking me dill still be alive."
the forward half of the ship by negotiating a the bombing began. F-22s from the Hawaii
Cristi of Hendersonville. Tennessee and Aaron Lawrence Wilson
Harold Johnson.90, is making it a goal to line, hand over hand,about 45 feet in the air. Air National Guard 199th Fighter Squadron
and wife Michelle of Gage; sister, Debra Ann Dempsey; brother attend the 75th anniversary, even though despite burns to more than 60
percent of ,ind Air Force 19th Fighter Squadron conJames Mark Smallmon and wife Diane; 11 grandchildren, Elizabeth traveling from Oak Harbor. Washington, their bodies.
John Anderson.97,of Roswell, iticted a flyover.
Morgan Wilson Moore, Chase Reed Wilson, Carly Matthews, isn't always easy. "I've got a little scooter New Mexico,
was ordered off the ship. but
Thomas Joseph Howard. Lyndsey Matthews, Lily Catherine Moore,
Anna Corinne Moore, Oliver Joseph Howard, Emma Charlotte
Howard. Logan Aaron Wilson and Callie Michelle Wilson; several
nieces, nephews, great nephews and friends.
Funeral services were held Sunday,Dec. 7,2014 in the sanctuary
of Immanuel Baptist Church with the The Rev. Jamie Broome offiWASHINGTON (AP) - Veto he forced congressional leaders to Um, or they can let him use his there will be no shutdowns, but
ciating. Interment will be on a private family farm at a later date.
brinkmanship between congres- drop a proposed package of tax veto and hope Air
.ins will they have yet to explain ho‘‘ they
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to sional Republicans and President breaks that were popular with blame him more than them.
can force Obama to back otT on
Immanuel Baptist Church. 3465 Buckner Lane, Paducah, KY Barack Obama was virtually many. Republican constituents.
It's a gamble. especially with immigration.
42001.
absent in his first six years in Some Democrats did support the critical spending bills Congress
The 2013 partial government
Milner and Orr Funeral Home of Paducah is in charge of arrange- office, but it's about to unleash
plan, but liberals and the White soon must address
Some
shutdown
occurred tinder similar
ments.
itself on Washington.
House said it tilted too heavily Republicans v,ant to ani,:nd these partisan circumstances. Polls show
Until
now, controversial toward corporations. not lower- must-pass hills to thwart Obama's the public blamed congressional
Republican-backed legislation income workers.
bid to protect millions ,,f immi- Republicans more than the
rarely reached the president's desk
The White House also has prom- grnntc. 1)0W 111 the country illegal- Democratic president.
Senate
Democrats ised to veto any bills restricting the ly. from deponation.
It's unclear how often Obama
• The Murray Independent School District Board of Education because
Assuming Obama keeps his veto will face a veto decision. Even in
will meet at 7 p.m., Tuesday in the Carter Administration Building blocked it. Starting in January, president's major changes to immion South 13th Street. Agenda items will include recognition of both however, Republicans will control gration policies, setting up likely promise. Republican law makers the minority. Democratic senators
the Murray High girls cross country team seniors and the Murray both the House and Senate, and showdowns early next year.
would have to decide o hether to can use the filibuster, the name for
High football team seniors, a special report of the 2013-14 annual Obama may have to decide more
Obama's threats present the type drop their demands or let parts of unlimited debate, to block many
audit for MISD by Jason Anderson of the Alexander, Thompson, often whether to sign or veto GOP- of bind that Republicans may face the federal government close for measures that break strictly along
Arnold, PLLC firm, action items, including consideration/approval crafted bills.
repeatedly in the next two years. lack of mono,. GOP I,,,iders say party lines.
of the 2013-14 audit and its accompanying 2013-14 financial
Obama gave lawmakers an early They can agree to many or all of
report, schematics for new Career and Technical Center with taste of veto polities recently when the changes he demands in legislaarchitect Craig Thomas of RBS Design Group Architecture, the
consolidated school and consolidated district improvement plans
and agreement for naming rights of a facility.
Prices as of 3 p.m.
• To report a Town Crier item call 753-1916.
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COMMUNITY

Special to the Ledger
Need Line is accepting applications for the Commodity
Supplemental Food Program,
which supplements the nutritional needs of persons ages 60
or older. To be eligible for the
program, participants must be a
resident of the county in which
they apply, meet income guidelines, and complete all paperwork.
Apply in person at Need Line,
509 N. Eighth St., Monday
through Friday from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m.
For more information call
270-753-6333.

HAPPENINGS
by Armin Peale,.
To say we are in a mess is an
understatement! Christmas totes,
trees, ornaments, tinsel and everything to do with Christmas decorating covers just about every
inch of our building! However,
it is starting to come together and
look good. Jenise, Mitzi, Linda,
Enn and Khara have really worked
hard to put up five Christmas trees
plus all the other Christmas stuff
in a week's time. Jenise has even
decorated our birds and fish. We
appreciate all their work so we can
Sit back and enjoy it.
The Christmas season is in full
swing at Hickory Woods with
groups visiting us almost every
day. MSU's Alpha Omega Pi Sorority and Sigma Chi Fraternity
was our first carolers which we really enjoyed followed by Sigma Alpha Iota's group on Thursday and
Zeta Phi Beta's on Saturday, The
singing sounds so beautiful,góhsg
11451.1kinpur
down our halls.
Society came out on Monday evening and played bingo with us. As

far as we're concerned, you can
never go wrong with a fun game of
bingo. We appreciate all of these
young people coming out to entertain us.
Marie Taylor & students sung for
us on Friday and were wonderful
as usual. Friday night we ventured
out to see the live nativity scene at
the Expo Center. It certainly gives
you a feeling of being there when
Baby Jesus lay in that manger.
Our employees enjoyed their annual Christmas party this year at
Fresh Market Restaurant in Paris.
TN. The spouses came along and
after the meal we all enjoyed playing some games. Of course, it is
eyen a little more fun and festive
with a Christmas bonus in your
pocket.
Our birthday gal this week is Dorothy Hurley. Happy birthday Ms.
Dorothy!!
Next week, we're off to Patti's
1880s Settlement for lunch and
then to the Badgett Theater for a
show.
...Where priceless
memories are made.
84 Utterback Rd. • Murray, Ky
Phone: U701 759-8700 • 14N-231-5014

email: communitynewsemurrayledgencom
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DATEBOOK
Rebate night planned

Datebook
Martha
Finney Andrus,
Community
editor

A rebate night will be held at the Big Apple
Café for Sydney and Samantha Holderman on
Wednesday,Dec. 10,from II a.m. until closing.
It is reported that the twin eight-year old girls
both have been diagnosed with Cerebral Palsy
and Epilepsy and require extensive medical procedures and equipment. They both attend North
Calloway Elementary. Please put your receipt in
the box at the front counter and all proceeds will
go toward the girls' medical expenses.

Library board to meet
The Calloway County Public Library Board of
Trustees will meet Wednesday. Dec. 10, at 4:30

p.m.

Parkinson's Group meeting planned

Photo provided

MURRAY MAGAZINE CLUB: Kelly Doran presented the life of Dian Fossey referencing the
biography Woman in the Mists: The Story of Dian Fossey and the Mountain Gorillas of Africa,
at the Murray Magazine Club meeting on Friday, Nov. 21. Pictured, from left; Doran, Kate
Reeves and Virginia Randolph, hostesses for the meeting. The next meeting of the club will
be Friday, Dec. 19, at 2 p.m. at the home of Nancy McMinn.

Winter Book Sale to be held at
Calloway County Public Library
Special to the Ledger
The Friends of the Calloway County Public
Library will host its Winter Book Sale Friday,
Dec. 12, from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m., and Saturday,
Dec. 13, from 9 a.m. until 2 p.m., at the library,
710 Main Street.
Individuals who are members of the local
Friends chapter are invited to attend the Early Bird
Sale Thursday, Dec. 11,from 5-7 p.m.
In the past, this annual sale was hosted by the
Calloway County library staff and volunteers.
However,this year,the new Friends of the Library
group is spearheading this initiative in an effort to
help assist the annual fundraising drive for the
litorary."The Book Sale is a great time to bring in
book bags and stock up on winter reading. purchase Christmas gifts or home entertainment,"
said Shawn Maxwell, the Friends' fundraising

chairman."In addition to a multitude of great fiction, non-fiction, history, science, cooking, religion, children's books and self-help titles, DVDs
and cassettes will also be available."
Members of Friends of the Calloway County
Public Library who have books to donate may
bring them to the Community Room of the library
between 9 a.m. and noon on Thursday. Dec. II.
All proceeds from the Winter Book Sale will be
used to help fund library programs and activities.
Membership in the Friends of the Calloway
County Public Library is open to anyone who is
committed to advocating for quality library services for Calloway County, supporting the library
through fundraising, and enhancing public awareness of the library and its services. Dues are $10 a
year and membership forms will be available at
the sale.

Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday, Dec. 9, at noon at
the Weaks Community Center. The speaker will be Dr. Christopher
King. Persons coming for lunch should arrive by 11:15 a.m. There
will be no regularly scheduled meeting on Tuesday, Dec. 23. For
more information, call Jan Flynn at 270-753-6845.
W.O.W.to host Christmas dinner
Woodmen of the World chapters 170 Kirksey, and 138 Hazel, will
meet Tuesday, Dec. 9, at 6 p.m, for a Christmas dinner at the
Woodmen of the World building on C.C. Lowry Drive. Fried chicken, ham, bread and drinks will be provided by the chapters.
Members please bring your favorite holiday side dish and dessert
and non-perishable items for Need Line. For more information,call
Marilynn at 270-489-6251.

Southwest SBDM Council will meet
The Southwest Elementary Site-Based Decision-Making Council
wilfmeet Tuesday, Dec.9. at 3:30 p.m., in the conference room of
the school.
Emeritus of Murray will host a Christmas Open House and
Festival of Trees on Tuesday. Dec. 9. at 4 p.m.

CCPL to offer Zumba Gold classes
The Calloway County Public Library will offer a six-week Zumba
Gold series beginning Jan. 6, 2015. Janice Thomasson, licensed
Zumba Gold instructor, will teach the classes.The Zumba Gold
series will be held on Tuesdays, 10:30-11:15 a.m., in the library
meeting room,Jan.6, 13,20 and 27,and Feb. 3 and 10. Registration
will begin Monday. Dec. 8. Call 270-753-2288.

Kids Against Hunger packing planned
Murray's Kids Against Hunger will host a mac and cheese packing session Saturday, Dec. 13. at the Murray Kids Against Hunger
headquarters at Stahler Farms, Murray. Volunteers of all ages are
needed to help package the food. Volunteers can sign up for a shift
of 9-11 a.m. or 11 a.m. until I p.m.. by calling Keller William
I
Experience Realty at 270-753-1492.

Alzheimer's Support Group will meet
The Alzheimer's Support Group will meet Tuesday, Dec. 9, at 5
p.m., in the dining room of the Senior Citizens Center. For more
information, call Connie Stalls. LPN. at 270-753-0576.

Veterans' assistance available
Veterans and their families will be provided counseling and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits. Ron McClure,
regional field representative, will be available Wednesday. Dec. 10,
and Thursday. Dec. II. from 9 a.m. until 2:30 p.m., at the Mayfield
VA Clinic, 1253 Paris Road, Mayfield. Counseling by appointment
only, walk-ins will be scheduled an appointment. To schedule an
appointment, call 270247-2455 or email mnald.mcclure@ky.gov.

MWC Delta Department to meet

.$1.)±!::
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The Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Wednesday, Dec. 10, at 11 a.m.,at the club house. The speaker will
be Jane Steely.
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CCHS SBDM Council meeting planned

Bryce Addison Argo
Jennifer Argo of Murray, announce the birth of their
Addison Argo, born at 9:18 a.m. Tuesday. Oct. 21,
Bryce
daughter.
2014,at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She weighed seven pounds and 14 ounces and measured 19 inchRandall and

es.
A sister is Emma Ross, 14, and a brother is Jack Daughaday, 12.
Grandparents are Stanley Anderson and Rhonda Gallimore of
Murray. An aunt is JoAnna Anderson of Murray.

Kopperud Realty
Zeeliza, 96ateeted Warne
Santa is coming to
The Medical Arts Pharmacy
on
Thursday, December 11th
from 2-5 p.m.
Everyone is Invited
Santa will have goodie bags
for all the kids.
Inside Medical Arts Bldg.

The Calloway County High School Site-Based Decision-Making
Council will meet Wednesday. Dec. 10, at 3:30 p.m., in the CCHS
Media Center.
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Celebrate Recovery to meet
Celebrate Recovery is a 12 step Chnst-centered recovery meeting
program for anyone who struggles with hurts, habits or hang-ups.
Meetings are held every Tuesday night from 6:30-8 p.m. at Hope
Harbor Church, Kentucky 94 E. For more information call 270753-6695.

Bingo to be held Tuesdays at KoC

Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 S. 15th St., offers Storytime
Tuesdays from 9:30-11 a.m., for children from birth to 5 years of
age. The event also includes music interaction, snacks and crafts
plus a coffee bar for moms,grandmothers and caregivers. Call 270753-6712 for more information.
NEW CONSTRUCTION IN SARATOGA SPRINGS II"Ifltis beautiful
4 bedroom home offers over 3000 square feet of living space Fatioy
the luxury of granite countertops, stainless steel appliances, tiled heck
splash, hardwood floors, and 9+ ft ceilings Additional features include
tiled master shower. lack and Jill bathroom. huge upstairs bonus room
with separate Mitsubishi energy efficient HVAC unit, and a covered
port h Yard has been seeded and landscaped One year builder's war- Leslie Pologrran
270-2274178
rants prkd At losing Priced at SlI49O1 Ml..S r7-7nio
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Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday, Dec. 9. from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church.
Please enter at the lower level rear door. Visitors are welcome. For
more information call Judy Freeman at 270-206-1768.

Storytime Tuesdays offered by church

%%%%%%.murra)1/14 realestate.kom

753-

TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC

The public is invited to Bingo Night. held every Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. at the Knights of Columbus,332 Squire Road. Please note the
building is a non-smoking facility. For more information call Kevin
at 270-293-7061.

711 stain St.

The
first
place
to
start...

Murray Star Chapter plan meeting
The Murray Star Chapter Number 433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet Tuesday. Dec. 9. A meal will be served at 6 p.m. and the
meeting will follow at 7 p.m.
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Dialysis support group to meet
A dialysis support group meeting will be held at 4 p.m.,Tuesday,
Dec. 9, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Center for Health
and Wellness. The meeting is open to patients. family members or
community members who are affected by, know someone affected
by or are interested in learning more about kidney disease and dialysis. For more information, call Tasha Mitchell 270-75973080.
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Notice

THERE will be a lien
sale storage auction
Tuesday, December
9th 2014 at 5 00pm, at
Murray
Business
Center Storage. 1900
North
12th
Street
Murray, KY 42071
Units
at
Murray.
Business Center storage will be selling as
follows Unit #31 Elliot
Akins.
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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Help Wanted

FULL Time Cake
Decorator with benefits
Apply at Food Giant.
Expenence Preferred

150
Help Wanted

Articles
For Sale

ACCEPTING applications for afternoon
Desk Clerk, and PT
night auditor. Must be
available both shifts,
experience preferred.
Apply in person at Best
Western. NO Phone
Calls
WOMACK-CARTER
Options, LLC, hiring
nonand
degree
positions.
degree
Background
check/drug screen.
3380 St At 121 North
Murray 270-767-1543

110 Bradford Plates
From 80's, $4 each or
$300.00 for set
270-759-2021
Schwinn Air Dyne Bike
$150.00 Call 270-9784579
Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
b05 E South 12th Si

(270) 753-1713

PART Time Deli Help
Apply at Food Giant

CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERASTOVES,
TORS,
HEATERS, AIR CONDITIONERS,
CARPETING, ETC 270753-4109

PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
Nice 2BR mobile home
No Pets 270-753-9866

HICILLYN•DAY

* SOILIMONI * '
Give a gift subscription to the
*
LacaR &TiMES *
Home Delivery
Local Mail
0. ailossas,
3 mo.
$30.00
6 mo.
$55.00
6 mo.--VMS/
I yr.
I yr. —.--$105.00

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
270-753required.
4109.
280, 1Bath duplex
completely remodeled
including dishwaher.
washer and dryer, NO
pets. 270-436-2524
Cell 270-293-6906

Mail
Subscriptions

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

3 mo........

3
6 mo.....---$%.00

1BR from $345
2BR from $375

1 yr._.....

1 yr. _.—_—$145.00

All Other

Rest of KY/TN
(Noyes, & Buchanan

Money Order

Vitui

MK'

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguld Drive
TDD 141011-545-1/03 est 213
INV Mr/MIMI

Name

_

on equal6

ocipnueuri
and empIcnin

I State
I
Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

a

Place your Business
Directory Ad with us today!
Call Chelsea or Nicki for
pricing and get your ad
started! 270-753-1916

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Multi-junsdictional, planning and development
agency located in west Kentucky is
seeking a highly motivated and dynamic
individual to provide direct supervision and
coordination of the Purchase Area
Development District's Area Agency on Aging
and Independent Living Department.
Applicants should have a Masters Degree in
Social Services, Social Work, or Gerontology
or a Business Degree with emphasis in
Health Care Management or related field plus
eight to ten (8-10) years of relevant
expenence. A Bachelors Degree is
acceptable with ten (10) plus years of
relevant expenence. This position must
function both in an administrative and
programmatic capacity to ensure that all
departmental work tasks are completed in
conformation with all related program
guidelines and regulations. Must be able to
handle multiple projects, work effectively with
staff, public officials and general public on a
regular basis. Travel to Frankfort, KY and
occasional out-of-state training are
necessary. Salary commensurate with degree
and experience. Forward cover letter,
resume, and three references to Human
Services Associate Director, Purchase ADD,
P.O. Box 588, Mayfield, KY 42066.
E0E/AA/ADA.

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633

* * 11OUR

I Check

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECT

DIRECTOR FOR AREA AGENCY ON
AGING & INDEPENDENT LIVING

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

060

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
murray ledger corn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork corn.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you.

360
Storage Rentals

bedroom
NICE
2
Duplex W/ carport,
appliances NO pets,
1 yr lease. 270-2277414
VERY nice 4BR, 2BA,
newly remodeled, New
appliances 8 fixtures
throughout Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, battenes, and all aluminum

640$.
I

SR

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH

in every

270-759-90394

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
'Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

2 or 3BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent.com
/properties
2BR, 2.5BA townhome,
unfurnished. New construction. $950/mo, utilities included. Security
deposit required. Pets
ok with deposit and pet
rent. Please call 270753-9999 for more
information.
3BR furnished lake
home.
No
pets.
References required.
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
3br,1ba with attached
garage and large shop
5 miles north of Murray.
270-753-0531
3BR.1BA, $650 per
month plus deposit
270-978-1400
Very nice 3BR home.
Appliances and carport.
No
pets.
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898
360
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
i&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is sublect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or thscrumnanon based on race, color, religion, sex. handicap, familial status or national origin, or intention to make any such prefer.
ences, limttattons or discrimination
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
Vie will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal oyporturuly basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P %lam,1703)64&i(

WWI. AMMO
P•POI,N1411,

lake Proceny

'Contacts
759-2500
.Eye Disease
rriurrayeryiecare.com

Call Chelsea Humphreys
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!
Auto Parts

USED TIRES
inch
Starting at S20
mounted
14. 15. 16

Call 753-5606

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfleld Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

MOTOR SALE We

Finance

753-9562
ww,hilleiectnc.com
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
unk & tree work

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation
Well Drilling
WellPump Service
Resident/el &
Agriculture/
Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

'Removal

(270) 489-2839

Ask about our
SMALL home repairs.
washing.
pressure
painting and general
labor No job too small.
270-227-9484

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights. Electricity and 24/7 Surveillance

Drywall. Painting.
Plumbing, Flooring. Decks

270-753-2905

•Insuteci *Sr asnaunt
'free Esty-nates
Werritier Of Angles List

270-436-5959
Greg Mansfield

Orr*.

Gary 270-227-0420

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
2acti 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
Al ShniOas Herd Wed
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-227-0267

•Trimming
'Stump Grinding

if you've got It we eau, store It

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

41artclyman Services
*Yard Work
•Gutters Cleared
*tome Repairs

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

GARLANt
RENTAL

*Home /mprovernents
'Bath 6 Kitchen

Free estimates
Call Kevin at

&

(270) 759-0890

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

1270) 293-8480

& DEBRIS REMOVAL

lases C.liallhows
WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

KENTUCKYLAKg
REMGDEUNG&GB

MULCHING

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

INdastauterstasUissirsonsi

(270)293-8686

Dor.,spend your money out of
state keep I?

DRYWALL 8 painting:
no job too big or
small.Handyman services as well. Free estimates. Call Logan at
270-293-0404.

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

Service on all
major brands
licensed & Insured

LANDSCAPING

270-293-4020

L&?'

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)2,26-0194

LEAF REMOVAL

LAWN CARE

•Insured

Math
for all your
advertising

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Homelden Service

*Firewood
270-753-4.1 I

• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
HOLLAND

\

PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

Lots For Sate

Noma For Sale

Hui's IA
MANAct

Hitt SEPTIC

CLEAN CUT

Lot for sale near the
Hospital in Murray.
Zoned R3, Ready to
build on. $18,000 0130
270-436-2690
UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-6012

Santee Offered

Hill Electric

Lake front property: 3
racts. Tract 1: 6.3a
495' water frontage
deep water, dock-able,
Tract 2- 17.23a 605'
water frontage deep
water dock-able. Tract
3: 131a, fronting a private
by
bay
land,Dockable
with
spring-fed
creek.
Priced to sell 731-6931113

Glendale.

IOXIO's & 10:15's
(270) 436-2524

308 S. 12th
Murray

480
DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S.

•Eyeg49sses

Thank you for your business'

Real Estate

340
Mouses For Rent

Dr. Kevin Adams

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

Services Offered
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD C 711

Eyecare Specialties

Residential & Commercial

Pets &Supplies

Want to Buy

I St. Address
I
City

p.m., Tuesday.
nter for Health
ily members or
cone affected
isease and dial-759-3080.

responsible for only one incorrect

140

S30/sere pain annually to you for the lease of
your hunting resource.
(ex: 830 x 100 acres•$3000 annually)
no property too small

DISCLAIMER

meet

error Murray Ledger ,5 Times will be

Help Wanted

Local [Doran] 270-436-2626

ng

$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Dozy Period )
$335 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

the first insertion of trier ads for any

060
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DEADLINES

\i

To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@mu
rrayledger.com or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270)
753-1927
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Bill Cosby seeks to dismiss
new sex abuse lawsuit
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A woman suing Bill
Cosby for sexual battery attempted to sell a story
about the comedian to a tabloid a decade ago and
tried to extort money in exchange for her silence,
Cosby's attorney said in a court filing Thursday.
Attorney Martin Singer wrote in the filing that
the lawsuit by Judy Huth and her attorney followed a failed attempt to extort $250,000 from
Cosby. In the filing. Cosby seeks more than
$33,000 from Huth and her attorney.
The filing comes two days after Huth sued,
claiming the comedian forced her to perform a sex
act in 1974 when she was 15. The incident
occurred in a bedroom of the Playboy Mansion
after Cosby gave Huth and a 16-year-old friend

AP Photo/Evan Vucci, File

In this Nov. 6, 2014 file photo, entertainer Bill
Cosby gestures during an interview about the
upcoming exhibit, "Conversations: African
and African-American Artworks in Dialogue, "
at the Smithsonian's National Museum of
African Art, in Washington. Cosby's attorney
Martin Singer wrote in a court filing on
Thursday Dec. 4, 2014, that a sexual battery
lawsuit filed by a Southern California woman
claiming she was sexually abused by the
comedian in 1974 was an attempt at extortion. A letter from Singer included with the filing shows Cosby rejected Judith Huth's
demand for money from the comedian on
Monday. Dec. 1, 2014, one day before her
attorney filed the suit in Los Angeles Superior
Court.

Horoscope

Answer to previous puzzle

9 8 7 5 4 1 236
1 3 6 8 7 2 9,4 5
4 2 5 6 9 3 1 7 8
5..! 7.3,8
2 71 9 56
8 6 3 21 4
7 9 8 4 2 5
6 1 2 3 8,9
3 5 4 1 6 7

by Jacqueline Bigar

you handle simply because no one else will.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Aim for what you want. You are more likely to succeed than you might think. A long talk
could end up being depressing, but your feelings
will change quickly if you don't try to suppress
them.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Others seem to expect a lot from you, as
they note how proficient you are at what you do.
Marc S. Strecker, had several conversations about The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5- You understand the importance of timing as well. If
the allegations in the weeks before the lawsuit was Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 - you can, hold off on making any presentations for
now. You'll have plenty of time for that later.
filed. Strecker first demanded $100,000, then Difficult
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
raised the demand to $250,000 in order to keep
**** Be imaginative with your choices. You
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
from filing a lawsuit on Huth's behalf, Singer *** A partner will respond only to an authentic might feel constrained by a situation that seems to
wrote.
overture. This person might not have the desire to be weighing on you. Tap into your immense creget into anything more than direct communication. ativity, and solutions will come forward. A call to
seeking
messages
phone
Strecker did not return
Be careful not to let any of his or her negativity rub someone at a distance could be provocative.
comment Thursday.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
on you.
off
"Your demand for money from Mr. Cosby is TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You could be more in control of a situation
rejected," Singer wrote in a Dec. 1 letter to **** You'll communicate what you want in a than you realize. Detach and observe what goes
Strecker.
meaningful way. However, don't be surprised if on around you, which might include listening carehave a strong reaction. The unexpected is fully to a conversation. You will discover how perothers
Her lawsuit stated she only recently discovered
occur, and it could throw you off your suasive you can be. Deal with others directly.
likely
to
a
as
damage
that she had suffered psychological
game. Be willing to discuss a change that could CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
result of the incident, which under California law affect your daily schedule.
**** You might hear some fascinating news that
could make you wonder which way to go. Your
would allow filing of the case.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Cosby's response, however, notes that Huth *** Watch others reactions in a conversation inner voice will be working overtime and perhaps
make you a bit jumpy. Let go, and everyone will be
unsuccessfully tried to sell her story a decade ago involving money and day-to-day matters. You
might feel the need for a more stringent budget. happier.
and that her lawsuit was not accompanied by a Look at ways to cut unnecessary costs. Continue AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
certification from a psychologist that the trauma brainstorming until you find the right solution.
*** You might find yourself very busy trying to
complete errands. Whether you're doing chores or
was newly discovered. The certification is CANCER (June 21-July 22)
you could be overrequired for the case to proceed under rules that ***** You will be able to deal with someone's shopping for the holidays, on your plate. Know
whelmed by everything that is
with
uncomfortable
if
feel
even
you
seriousness,
extend the statute of limitations, Cosby's filing
the conversation. This person tends to be set in his that you have made a good start, and pat yourself
states.
or her ways. Helping him or her make an adjust- on the back.
Los Angeles Police Chief Charlie Beck also said ment could be a wonderful but challenging gift to PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Allow greater creativity to flow from you
Thursday that the department would investigate give.
to others. Take the high road, and attempt to see
22)
23-Aug.
(July
LEO
they
if
even
Cosby,
any reports of abuse against
*** You might feel as though you are carrying what is going on with a difficult person in your life.
were outside the statute of limitations for prosecu- more than your share of burdens. You soon will A parent, boss or older relative seems to be more
tion. Beck said the department has no investiga- notice that there is a light at the end of the tunnel. informative than he or she used to he.
Consider eliminating some of the responsibilities
tions into the comedian.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Dec. 9, 2014:
This year you easily could fall into a slump and feel
negative. Try not to let your emotions take you to
this point. If you are single, this period might be
quite memorable. You also could meet The One. If
alcohol, according to her lawsuit.
you are attached, enjoy the good moments. Plan a
"(Huth's) claims are absolutely false," Cosby's special event or trip together. LEO knows how to
laugh, find solutions and turn something negative
filing states.
into something positive.
attorney,
Huth's
The filings state that Singer and

"We don't turn people away because things are
out of statute. You come to us, especially with a
sexual allegation, we will work with you," Beck
said, according the Los Angeles Times. "We
address these things seriously -- and it's not just
because it's Mr. Cosby."
In recent weeks, more than a dozen women have
alleged that Cosby drugged them and sexually
assaulted them. Cosby was sued by a
Pennsylvania woman, Andrea Constand, in 2005
and that lawsuit was settled before it went to trial.
Cosby has never been charged in connection with
either Constand's suit or any of the recent allegations and Singer has denied some of the recent
allegations, while another Cosby attorney called
others "discredited."
Since the allegations arose in early November.
Cosby's career has suffered. NBC canceled a comedy in development, Netflix postponed a special
and performances have been canceled in at least
nine cities in his current tour of the U.S. and
Canada. Additionally, he resigned from the
Temple University board of trustees this week and
other colleges have pulled away from their associations with the comedian. On Thursday, the U.S.
Navy revoked Cosby's title of honorary chief petty
officer, saying allegations of sexual abuse made
against the comedian are serious and conflict with
the Navy's core values.

DEADLINE IS DEC. 12TH
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ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
NEEDED
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting resumes for energetic,
outgoing individuals for Advertising Sales Representative. Responsibilities
for this position include servicing established accounts,developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in Murray and surrounding areas.
You must enjoy working with the public and be self-motivated. Prior sales
experience is required. Salary will be based on education and sales experience.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental plans,salary plus commission,
are all part of an excellent benefit package.

Email your resume to mdavis@murrayledger.com
An Equal Opportunity Employer

t

name & age:
parents:
mail to. Murray Ledger & Times P.O. Box1040 Murray, KY 42071
or email to webmaster@murrayledger.corn
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Pictured is Jacob Bell, Murray
Middle School student, who spoke
at the Premiere House at the
Kentucky Youth Assembly, and
enjoying the Senate Chambers after
a long day of debate.
Murray High School senior
Heather Fox is pictured as she
answers questions form Kentucky
State Trooper Ryan Dawson during
Interview Day at the Murray High
campus. The event was held as a
way of preparing students for when
they have job interviews.
Chelsea Morris of Calloway
County High School, is shown as
she scores two of her team-high 16
points in an 18-point victory over
the Lady Cardinals.
Pella Corporation was able to
donate through a variety of
fundraising methods, a total of
$1,280 to the United Way of
Murray-Calloway County. Shown is
Linda Foley, Pella's human
resources manager,handing a check
to United Way executive director
Peggy Billington and Alice Rouse,
the 2004 campaign chair for United
Way.
Twenty years ago
Girl Scout Troop 1337 of Murray
Middle School, are pictured with
some of the crafts they will sell at
its Christmas Craft Bazaar and Bake
Sale. Members include Gina
Phannerstil, Edna Scott, Leslie
Hatfield. Robyn Mayfield. Sara
Jane Cunngham:-. Paige Adlich,
Latpyrtrutchfield, Laura Bennett,
- Hopkins,Dana
Mary
Schneiderman, Caitlin
Daly.
Shannon Kipphut, Elizabeth Miller
and Megan Schell.
The Murray-Calloway County
Senor Citizens honored volunteers
at a dinner Nov. 19. Pictured is
Judge Executive J.D. Williams, Sue
Outland, chairman of the Senior
Citizens Board and Joe Outland.
Kelly Krouse of Murray. was
recently recognized at the annual
membership induction of the
Golden Key National Honor
Society at the University of
Mississippi. She is a graduate of

Murray High School and the daughter of Judy and Larry Krouse.
Thirty years ago
The first snow of the winter blankets the state. Calloway County
escaped the brunt of the storm but
icy roads caused the county schools
to call off classes.
Marie Taylor and Kay Bates will
present special music at the Santa's
Workshop luncheon of the Chnstian
Women's Club of Murray at Seven
Seas Restaurant.
Emily Miller and Sylvia Garrison,
members of the Sigma Department
of the Murray Woman's Club. are
pictured making decorations to be
used in the downstairs area of the
club house. Danceaerobics was the
theme of the November program
with Vicki Jones,Gayle Foster, Sue
Spann and Elizabeth Pasco as hostesses.
Debbie Shapla and Carol Hill are
celebrating Christmas at an Open
House at their new salon at 601 S.
12th Street.
Forty years ago
An appeal to cut back as much as
possible on electric power consumption was made to the business
and industrial community by Bill
Barker, superintendent of the
Murray Electric System.
Navy Machinist Mate Fireman
Apprentice Jimmy L. Treas, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe P. Tress, is serving
on the destroyer escort USS Garcia
in the Mediterranean Sea area.
Fifty years ago
Representative Frank Albert
Stubblefield of Kentucky and Ralph
Harvey of Indiana, are among those
who participated in a Home
Agriculture Committee Inspection
trip to Africa.
Sixty years ago
Dale Alexander,Jr.,of the Murray
High School football team,has been
named to the Courier-Journal AllState football team.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Roach, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Nelson and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. J.B.Burkeen.

Wife of deaf husband seeks
to cope in new surroundings
DEAR ABBY: My husband,
"Norm,' has become profoundly
deaf. He has a cochlear implant
in one ear and a hearing aid in
the other; neither has helped much.
He has extreme difficulty with
speech recognition. We can talk
together in the quiet of our home
as long as I sit right next to him
speak
and
slowly. We
use assistedlistening
to
devices
communicate
each
with
other in the
car or at a
restaurant.
Norm's
hearing loss
has affected
us as a cooBy Abigail
pie. We no
Van Buren
longer have a
social life. When Norm and I are
out together, we become "invisible" to other couples. It's just too
much work for anyone to coinmunicate with us.
We are about to move to a retirement community where one meal
a day is included in the dining
room. I'm worried about how we
will navigate the social aspects
of eating with others, who will
rapidly decide they don't want to
eat with us again because of the
difficulty of trying to chat with
Norm.
Norm is well aware of this
problem. He has proposed that he
eat alone in our apartment while
I go to the dining room and meet
people, unencumbered by his
impairment. Can you advise? -TRAPPED IN A SITUATION
DEAR TRAPPED1 Before
moving into the retirement corn• munity, make a point of discussing
your husband's severe hearing
impairment with the director, the
nurse and/or their medical adviser because they need to be made
aware of your husband's special
needs in order to be able to

By the Associated Press
Today is Monday. Dec. 8, the
342nd day of 2014. There are 23
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 8. 1941, the United
States entered World War II as
Congress declared war against
Imperial Japan. a day after the
attack on Pearl Harbor.
On this date:
In 1776. during the Revolutionary War, Gen. George Washington's retreating army crossed
the Delaware River from New
Jersey into Pennsylvania.

In 1854, Pope Pius IX proclaimed the Catholic dogma of
the Immaculate Conception, which
holds that Mary. the mother of
Jesus, was free of original sin
from the moment of her own conception.
In 1886, the American Federation of Labor was founded in
Columbus, Ohio.
In 1949, the Chinese Nationalist government moved from the
Chinese mainland to Formosa as
the Communists pressed their
attacks.
In 1960. NBC broadcast a new,

color videotape version of the TV
special "Peter Pan" starring Mary
Martin.
In 1980, rock star John Lennon
was shot to death outside his New
York City apartment building by
an apparently deranged fan.
In 1982, a man demanding an
end to nuclear weapons held the
Washington Monument hostage.
threatening to blow it up with
explosives he claimed were inside
a van. (After a 10-hour standoff.
Norman D. Mayer was shot dead
by police; it turned out there were
no explosives.)
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accommodate him, if it's possible.
According to the House Chaic in Los Angeles (www.houseearclinic.com), he will probably
be advised to check in with his
otologist (a doctor who specialins in the anatomy and physiology of the ear) to see if anything further can be done to
improve his hearing. I hope you
will follow through with that suggestion,because advances are being
made in this field every year. and
it may help your husband be less
isolated.

DEAR DOCTOR K: I recently had an ECG that showed that
I have a 'left bundle branch block.'
What does this mean?
DEAR READER: When your
heart beats, it does so in response
to electrical signals. Your heart
muscle is crisscrossed by a network of electrical pathways. A
bundle branch block is caused by
an abnormality in one of
those pathways
The electrical signals
that orchestrate
each
DEAR ABBY: What is the
heartbeat
rule of etiquette in sending out
work
this
and signing Christmas cards from
way. A small
my family when one child is over
group of cells
20 and in college? Do I send
the
called
cards from just my husband, me,
By
and the kids still living at home?
Anthony sinoatrial
Dr.
(SA) node
Or should I also include my son,
Komaroff
generates to
the one away at college? -- REALelectrical impulse. The signal travLY CONFUSED IN TEXAS
CONREALLY
DEAR
els on pathways through the walls
of the upper chambers (the atria),
FUSED: Even if your son is away
them forks into two separate chanat college, he is still a part of
your family, so include him. Once
nels and continues down the inside
walls of the lower chambers (the
he has finished with school and
is out on his own, that would be
ventricles).
The pathway that leads to the
the time to suggest he start sendleft ventricle is called the left
ing his own greetings.
bundle branch. The left ventricle
pumps oxygen-rich blood throughDEAR ABBY: My son took
out the body. The pathway that
his own life last year. I am raisleads to the right ventricle is
ing his small children because
called the right bundle branch.
their mother is out of the picture. Now do I tell them how
The right ventricle pumps oxygen-depleted blood to the lungs,
their daddy died? -- GRANDMA
where it picks up oxygen and
IN THE MIDWEST
then enters the left ventricle.
DEAR GRANDMA:Tell them
The signals coming down the
gradually when they start asking
left and right bundle branches tell
questions. If they ask why Daddy
the left and right ventricles to
died, say he was very ill. When
"pump now!"
they want to know what the illThe electrical impulse must
ness was, tell them he suffered
travel down the right and left
from depression. When they want
bundle branches at the same speed
more details, reveal them in an
for the ventricles to contract at
age-appropriate manner.
about the same time. A block in
either branch slows the signal,
Contact Dear Abby at
delaying the heart muscle's
wwwDearAbby.com or P.O. Box
response. (I've put an illustration
69440, Los Angeks, CA 90069.
of this process on my website,

Dr. Komaroff

AskDoctor(.com.)
My colleague Dr. Peter Zimetbaum is a cardiologist at Harvard-affiliated Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center. He explains
that a right bundle branch block
is harmless But a left bundle
branch block may signal high blood
pressure. thickening Of stretching
of the heart wall, coronary artery
disease or simply advancing age.
When a left bundle branch block
appears on an ECG. the next step
is usually an echocardiogram. This
noninvasive imaging test shows
whether the heart structure looks
normal. If it does, treatment might
entail more aggressive blood pressure control.
Some people with a left bundle branch block eventually need
a pacemaker. But most people can
function normally without one.
One exception is people who
also have a weakened heart muscle associated with advanced heart
failure. Individuals in this group
may be good candidates for an
implanted pacemaker-like device
with an added wire to stimulate
the left ventricle. This device can
coordinate the timing of the contractions on the left and right
sides of the heart This enables
the heart to pump more efficiently.
Try not to be -overly anxious
about your diagnosis of left bundle branch block. Most of my
patients with this condition have
not seen the condition progress.
But do get yearly checkups that
include an ECG. And be on the
Lookout for troublesome symptoms.
including shortness of breath, lagging energy or trouble exercising.
Such symptoms could be a sign
of one of the treatable medical
conditions, like heart failure, that
is sometimes found in people with
left bundle branch block.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medkal School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.coao, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston,MA 02115.)
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EMERGENCY ETIQUETTE
Dear Readers: Here is this
week's SOUND OFF,about emergency-vehicle courtesy:
"When people don't pull over
or get out of the way of emergency vehicles, I get very frustrated. It's so selfish! If that
were the 'mother or ihiAV of the
person in the way; I'd- bet he
or she would want people to move
so/that the loved one could get
help ASAP! 1 am a nurse and can tell you that
seconds count." — Lisa in Colorado Springs, Colo.
Lisa, thank you for writing! Seconds can truly
mean life or death! It is a LAW in most states, so
these "selfish" people, as you call them, are endangering someone's life as well as breaking the law.
Readers, if you can safely pull over, stop and let
the emergency vehicle pass, DO SO! — Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
FURNITURE POLISH
Dear Heloise: My mother is frustrated. She had
used a furniture polish on her antiques that she
made from one of your recipes. She has misplaced
the recipe. She does not remember the amounts,
only that an ingredient had to be bought at a pharmacy. Could you reprint the recipe? — Julie D.,
via email
Absolutely! Don't fret — it's as simple as a look
in your pantry (for olive oil) or a stop at the pharwhich is olive oil
macy to pick up "sweet

without any scent, etc. Simply mix 2 parts sweet
oil or olive oil with I part apple-cider vinegar.
Pour it into a spray bottle and label with the contents and the date. Give the bottle a few good
shakes to mix up, spray on a CLOTH — not the
table directly — and make that piece of furniture
shine. This polish is great for most furniture. Just
DO NOT use on raw or unfinished wood. — Heloise

PAPER PUSHER
Dear Helobe: The top of the dryer has become
a shelf for miscellaneous items, like coins and a
roll of paper towels. I can't seem to keep it clean.
When the paper towels are down to the last few.
I use the tube itself and swipe it over the top of
the dryer. In no time, the dust and lint are wiped
away! — Sherry G., Cecil. Ala.
STUFF AND ROLL
Dear Heloise: I have a helpful hint concerning
getting laundry in a two-level home to the basement. I take the pillowcases off my bed, fill them
with dirty laundry and then put rubber bands around
the tops. I roll them down two sets of stairs. It's
so much easier than carrying it down. I simply add
the pillowcase in with the rest of the laundry. —
Barb in Galesburg, Mich.
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Other uses for old picture frames:
• Put corkboard in one and make a bulletin
board.
• Frame a mirror.
• Insert a screen to hold earrings.
• Glue magnets on small frames and put them
on the refrigerator.
• Frame a wedding invitation as a keepsake.
— Heloise
(c)20I4 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Characteristic
News item
"Get lost,"
Pub pastime

"Keen!"
Raring to go
Hollywood deal maker
Thaws
"0 Sole -Mendes of movies
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41

Airplane wing parts
State of mind
Make fresh
Possessed
Sheeplike
Make baskets
Ready to go
She sheep
Even score
Enterprise grabber
Chick's mother
Past due
Ice cream parlor extra
Made well
Freshman, usually
Airport sched. abbr.
Piece of gymnastics equipment
Quarterback Manning
Greek vowel
Grow older
King march site
Jason of "How I Met Your
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Window coating
Prying tool
Singer Baker
Corral
Add sugar to
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Running wild
Go off course
Judged
Took the title
Beijing setting
Book jacket quote
Optimally
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Biblical barber
Folded
Play part
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL: MURRAY STATE 93, WESTERN KENTUCKY 81
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Murray State's Jarvis Williams(4)
a post move In the first half in the
against Western Kentucky on
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I wonder:
who was your
Freddie?

PREP BASKETBALL:
CALLOWAY CO. 60,
RIPLEY, TENN. 49

Tig

Every week, former Sports
Editor Ricky Martin weighs in
from southeast Georgia on a
variety of topics - this week he
reflects on the death of former
Paducah Sun sports writer Joey
Fosko.

Racers ride wave
of hot shooting
to beat Western

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Columnist

By RYAN RICHARDSON
Sports Writer

It was unusually warm - the
type of day a long, bitterly cold
winter drives you crazy for.
You know those days. where
you roll down the windows in
your car even
though the wind
EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
bites at you
Laker forward Skyler Hunter lines up
slightly, remindfor a three-pointer Saturday aftering you you're
noon against Ripley, Tenn.
still a few weeks
in
premature
fully wel-coming the spring.
RICKY Where, for the
INARTIN first time in
months, your
sun-deprived skin gets to bare
itself to the warmth, or often in
my case, the wrath.
Yeah. It was one of those days.
Kyser Lough was driving, and
Twice Calloway County saw three-possesI was probably paying more
hangleads dwindle against Ripley, Tenn.,
sion
arm
right
my
attention to
ing out of the window than any- Saturday afternoon
Twice, the Lakers (2-0) held firm and
thing else. He says I get distractWhatever.
easily.
ed
regained sizeable leads, eventually outlasting
He'd been hyping up a used the Tigers 60-49 in Jeffery Gymnasium bookstore just outside of opening their season with back-to-back wins
Nashville, and we were still under head coach Terry Birdsong.
hours away from our obligations
Trailing 39-37 heading into the final quarat Municipal Auditorium. so I ter. Skyler Hunter found Hunter Smith wide

III
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Ti.Sapp sprinted up the court to wait at
the left wing after Cam Payne got a steal.
Payne pushed forward and passed to
Sapp, who drained a 3-pointer to push
the Racers' lead back to 8 points with 5
minutes to play.
Western Kentucky's rising momentum
began to subside from there. and Murray
State held on to win Saturday's rivalry
game 93-81.
It was Sapp's best shooting night of
the season by far -he hit 6 of 7 shots
and 4 of 4 from deep.
His back-to-back 3-pointers near the
end of the game helped Murray State
regain a double-digit lead after Western
had pulled within as few as 4 points.
Sapp wasn't surprised by his performance. He expects to excel in big games.
'There's just something about taking
on the rival," he said."Once I hear it's a
rival game, I love those games.I prepare
myself."
Sapp's hot shooting started early. He
pulled down a defensive rebound and
passed up the court to Jeffery Moss on a
fast break.
Moss drove and kicked it out to Payne,
who swung it back to Sapp for a 3 to put
the Racers up 14-6.
Sapp's shot sparked a flurry of scoring
from deep, as Murray State scored 15
straight points off 3-pointers.
The second long ball came when

Payne got a steal and pulled up from
deep with 30 seconds left on the shot
clock - reminiscent of how former point
guard Isaiah Canaan used to bury shots
fmm several steps beyond the arc on fast
breaks.
The next two came off the inside-out
play Prohm has been trying to emphasize over the last week.
Jarvis Williams and Tyler Rambo
caught the ball down low and threw it
back out to Justin Seymour and Moss
fora pair of strikes.
The fifth came after a Western layup
when Payne passed to Seymour on the
right wing.
Prohm said he was proud of the team
for sharing the ball and getting the ball
to the post. It's something they've struggled with early in the season.
After the 15-2 run, the Racers rode
their hot shooting to a I9-point halftime
lead. They knew the game was far from
over.
Sapp said the team talked in the locker room,and Williams reminded them of
last year's result.
A season ago, the Racers held a similar lead at the half in Bowling Green. By
the end of the game, Western had
stormed back and won 71-64.
"We wanted to make sure this year we
grew and weren't going to make the same
mistake," Sapp said.-This game is about
runs. They're going to make their run."
The Racers were right. Western's run
US.. RACERS, 11

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
Murray's Duane Curtis (10)
leads a fastbreak against
Hickman County, Tenn.

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer
Frustrated with his 2-for-It) per
formance behind the arc Friday
night in Murray's 55-51 loss against
Evangelical Christian, Tenn., sophomore guard Preston English did
the only thing he knew to do.
He hit the gym.
After putting up a few buckets
Saturday morning with assistant
111 See 'TIGERS, 11
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II Freddie...
From Page 10
If nothing else, it meant we'd
roll around with the windows
down a little longer, and I could
live with that.
We stroll up into this sprawling
a two-story structure,
place
shaped more like a Wal-Mart
than anything else - and Kyser is
gone. He's worse than a kid in a
candy store; he's a Master's
Degree toting adjunct professor
in an aluminum-sided paradise.
Like the meatball I am, surrounded by literary masterpieces
at a discount rate, I turn for the
sports section.
At this point in life, I had realized golf hurt a lot less the morning after than pick-up basketball.
Needless to say, my affinity for
the game was growing, as was
my interest in Augusta National
and The Masters. I tracked down
a couple of books on Augusta
and its storied tournament, realized I could get both for $1.25,
then added Moneyball for good
measure.
I walked out with three books
for two bucks, then noticed
something unique about one of
them.
It was signed.
- To Dale I wonder - who was your
Freddie'?
All the best,
Tripp 2013
The heart of Freddie & Me cir-

•Racers...
cies on the confluence of a
young, white child of considerable privilege (author Tripp
Bowden) and his relationship to
Augusta National's legendary
caddy master Freddie Bennett,
an older man of more modest
means.
Bowden and Bennett's reciprocal admiration is the backbone of
the story, while the latter's
impact leads Bowden not only to
a Division I golf scholarship, but
into manhood.
So here we are,four years after
the book's initial release, and
Bowden hits Dale with a question we should all have an
answer for.
Who was your Freddie?
My Freddie is gone, and
Thursday morning, some of the
most talented writers in America
lost theirs.
Bryan Burwell, an award-winning columnist most recently of
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, died
after a brief bout with cancer. He
was 59.
In a profession where so many
make their name tearing down
another, we lost a man whose
greatest talent was picking others up.
I had an opportunity to meet
Burwell, and regretfully, didn't
act on it. He was busy,surrounded by a crowd of other journalists - par for the course, as it
turns out.
As I poured through the reac-

tion to Burwell's death, and tried
to organize mine into a coherent
thought, I was taken back to
when we lost Joey Fosko. It was
as similarly sudden and painfully
difficult - for so many, our
Freddie was gone.
He was our mentor and friend,
bailing us out when we needed
help and busting our chops for
asking.
God,I miss him.
He was the best.
SI's Peter King learned of
Bursvell's death with the rest of
the world Thursday, and his
remarks resonated so closely to
home.
"Here's a guy that's 59.closing
in on retirement and the end of
his career, and you couldn't
believe how excited he was
because that day he's gonna
interview Ethan Westbrooks,"
King told the Post-Dispatch.
"Not Michael Sam. Not Sam
Bradford. He's interviewing the
41st guy on the roster, and he's
carrying around this little video
thing (camera) and all excited.
"It says that he loved stories.
He loved telling a good story.
And he could adapt and adjust to
our business, the changes in our
business. ... There's such a great
lesson in his verve and his
excitement of doing his job."
That was Burwell. That was
Fosko. And that's why so many
feel like Freddie is gone.

started right away in the second
half. They hit 8 of their first 12
shots and a pair of free throws to
cut Murray State's 19-point lead
to 8 in only six and half minutes.
slowly
Hilltoppers
The
chipped away to as little as 4
points on three different occasions. Even with such a narrow
lead,Prohm said the team should
welcome the feeling of holding a
home-court lead against a rival.
"You're at home against
Western Kentucky, with six minutes to go and up by four - we
should feel great," he said. "The
game's going to go up and down,
have different ebbs and flows."
Even so, Prohm said 'he
thought Murray State had
chances to put the game away
earlier than they did.
"I thought we missed some
opportunities to kind of keep
(the lead) 10-12," he said."Then
it kind of hovered around 6-8
where I thought if we could just
get one bucket and one stop to
get it back to 10(we'd be fine)."
Still, he was proud of the way
the team responded. It was a
similar situation the Racers' first

rBALL:

79,
20. 50

shots from downtown. Ripley's
Isaiah Crowell also did Calloway
no favors, slicing inside for 16
points.
Calloway, however, won the
fourth quarter 23-10 and finished
18-for-21 from the free throw line
to seal the victory, while starting
point guard Wade Carter finished
with no turnovers and four points
- methodically moving the Lakers
against a Ripley defense that often
morphed from zone to man to fullcourt press.
"We knew they were going to
come out and pressure us...give
us both man_anclaone," Carter
said. "Coach told us just to stay
cool and calm and don't force
anything."
Ripley took their first lead 24-23
when Culbreath hit all three of his
foul shots following a glancing
block from Clay Smotherman, but
closed up the half up 29-27 on
strong foul shooting and blocks
from Hunter and Adams.
Connor Wagner, who finished
with nine points, found confidence early in the second half with
a three from the top of the key to
make it 32-27. Another basket
from Adams kept the lead at six,
37-31,before the Tigers closed the
third qiiarter on an 8-0 run - all
fueled by Culbreath.

From Page 10
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NFL Glance
Sunday's Games
N Y Giants 36. Tennessee 7
Carolina 41 New Orleans 10
Minnesota 30 N Y Jets 24, OT
Prttsourgri 42 Cincinnati 21
St Louis 24. Wasnington 0

Baltimore 28, Miami 13

game of the season against
Houston.
Back then, Murray State
couldn't hold on. eventually losing by 3 points. This time, they
pulled together for the win starting with Sapp's 3-pointers.
The Racers had 22 assists on
34 made shots, one of their best
percentages of the season.
Three weeks ago. Prohm said,
most of the players would have
taken shots themselves instead
of dishing to a teammate for the
score. He said he's proud of the
improvements and adjustments
they've made.

Indianapolis 25, Clevelend 24
Deeoll 34, Tampa Bay 17
Hanlon 27 Jacksonville 13
Denver 24, Buffalo 17
Arizona 17, Kansas City 14
Oakland 24, San Francisco 13
Seattle 24 Philadelphia 14
New England 23, San Diego 14

Payne and Williams led the
scoring with 24 points each, followed by Sapp (19) and
Seymour (10).
Payne added 7 assists and a
single turnover, while Sapp had
6 and 0,respectively.
Williams led the team with 12
rebounds.
Prohm said while it's a good
win for the players, he can't let
anybody settle. After all, it was
only one game.
"It's one win," Prohm said.
"Now the things is. can we do it
next week, and can we do it the
next week?"
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coach Nick Newcomb, English
said he felt more comfortable
with his look, and he certainly
looked the part by putting up five
threes and 17 points in the
Tigers' 79-50 win over Hickman
County,Tenn.
"(Newcomb) pointed out some
things that I was doing wrong,
and once I figured out what I was
doing wrong I put multiple shots
up to get myself back to usual,"
he said. "I just came out here
with confidence knowing that I
had my shot fixed."
The Tigers (2-1) set the tone
early by opening with a 12-0 run
- starting with a steal from
Des'jahvonni Miles and ending
with a steal and three pointer
from James Boone. who also
rebounded with 12 points, five
rebounds and two steals.
Murray led 25-5 after the first
quarter after Jonathan Curd
banked in a three at the buzzer,
then turned to the crowd and
flashed goggles.
Often maintaining a frenetic
pace on defense, sometimes it
was too aggressive - especially
in the second quarter. Hickman
County trailed at the half 45-23,
but was able to hang with a 2018 second period due to excessive fouling and strong shooting
at the free throw line.
Head coach Bart Flener said
the point of a constant attacking
defense - no matter the score - is
to instill within his club the culture of creating pressure, but
admitted the fouling has to
improve as the season continues.
"We're not going to let up, but

Calloway, however, limited
Ripley to just two baskets - both
threes from Culbreath - from the
start of the fourth quarter to the
3:00 mark before the sharpshooter
picked up his fifth foul on a
pushoff against Carter.
"We just hung tough there,"
Birdsong said. "We honestly
missed some easy shots.. the big
part was we kept getting stops on
this end. I thought that was the difference. We got stops and we were
able to extend that lead out. I
thought we did a good job on the
boards.(Crowell) hurt us. but he's
going to hurt everybody, and I
thought we got some really big
rebounds."
Hunter also finished with 15
points.
The Lakers get to follow up their
two wins with an interesting week
ahead of them, as they are set to
face the McCracken County
Mustangs in Paducah Tuesday
night before heading over to
Graves County Thursday evening.
After dropping them twice in the
2013-14 regular season, the
Calloway
Mustangs ousted
County in the first round of the 1st
Region Tournament, while Graves
County is the former employer of
Birdsong before he returned this
season to coach the Lakers.
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we have to be able to have that
intensity level without fouling,"
he said. "The first half, lot of
fouls, and it keeps them in the
second quarter... In the third
quarter, we did a much better job
without
defending
of
fouling...only getting one foul
with one minute to go in the
quarter."
And it was the third quarter,
coincidentally, when the Tigers
finally had liftoff.
After sluggish third periods
and
City
against Fulton
Evangelical Christian to start the
season. Murray erupted for a 6733 lead - generated mostly by
English, Tandyn Sheppard with
11 points and point guard Duane
Curtis, who finished with 17
points, five assists and four
steals.
English's fifth three - all from
the corner - gave Murray the
running clock with a 63-28 lead.
Out of options, Hickman
County leaned on Cash Dansby
and Zach Bentley, who scored 17
and IS. respectively, but never
threatened to retake the lead.
Murray finished 31-of-55 from
the field, including 10-for-19
from downtown, while nabbing
17 steals against the Bulldogs who had trouble navigating
through the Tigers' full-court
pressure and what Flener likes to
call "holding the rope" of his
defense.
"It's about angles and it's
about moving your feet, where
you are trying to get to so that
they can't turn the corner on
you," he said. "All we have to
worry about is movement and be
in conjunction with one another.

"We say 'you have to hold the
rope.' You've got about a 12-foot
jump rope. and somehow we
have to have guys hold on with
one hand and be with the other
so that one guy can go defend,
and I have to go with him. If
you're going to go build a trap.
I've got to come take your guy
for that rotation to work."
Murray will host Fulton
County Thursday night before
hitting the road Friday to face
Paducah Tilghman.
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From Page 10
open under the basket for the tie then Smith repaid Hunter with an
offensive rebound and dish behind
the arc for the open three.
After Ripley's Chad Culbreath
answered with a three to make it
42-all, the Lakers turned to Parker
Adams for support. Adams barreled into the lane and hit his next
four free throws for a 46-42 lead,
and Calloway would never trail
again.
Adams, who scored 21 Friday
night, answered the bell again
with 23 more on Saturday - finding his stroke at the charity stripe
and often finding open looks on
the drive. He credited his teammates for finding him on "easy
shots," and said he was impressed
with the resiliency and the toughness the Lakers have shown in
their first two opening-season
wins.
"Coach (Terry) Birdsong really'
wanted a change this year and
work on our toughness," Adams
said."We had a really tough first
month of practices and I thought
(Saturday) was a perfect example
of how our physical and mental
toughness and aggressiveness."
Culbreath nearly shot the Lakers
out of the gym with 23 points of
his own - often hitting contested
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2015 F-150 XLT 4x4
OF THE

WEEK

It's finally here! The first 2015 F-150! This is a fully equipped
Ecoboost, with MyFord Touch, rear view camera, tow package
4x4
XLT
and so much more! Come take advantage of our Dream Big holiday sale
to get instant discounts!

Call 270-753-5273 to set up an appointment today,

701 Main St. I Murray, Ky I 270.753.5273 I www.ParkerFord.com
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Images from this past weekend's parade and more
Ledger & Times photos by JOHN WRIGHT and AUSTIN RAMSEY
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